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FOUNDATIONS OF HEBRE}ry LANGUAGE
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Similarlyl as the grammatical studies of Arabic, Hebrew philology begun in the
East and arrived some time later to al-Andalus, to Muslim Spain. Following the
steps of the Muslim grammarians, from 8th to lOth centuries Masoretes2 and
Karaites3 started to occupy themselves on the philological problems of the Holy
Language. The first half of the lOth century was a particularþ active period in the
field of Hebrew philology both in the Orient and in North Africa; it is in this time,

when the first comprehensive work on the Hebrew language was written (in
Judeo-Arabic) by Saadia Gaon (Dotan 1997).

As it is well documented, at the middle of the 10th century, Hasday ben
Sapru¡, a high officer in the courl of Corclova, wishing to promote the development of Jewish civilizalion, encouraged his secretary, Mënaþem ben Saruq (bom
in Tortosa, in North Spain), to dedicate himself to the study of the Hebrew language. Mënahem started immediately to compose the first Hebrew-Hebrew Dictionary, in which he collected more than twelve thousand passages of the Bible,
organizing them according to their common basic elements and dividing them in
gtoups of meanings; the Maþbere¿. lt was a very ambitious project that required
an unusual industry and knowledge; with all its limitations, it was a true innovative work.4
As it is also well-known, almost immediately Dunas ben Labra{, a young
scholar born in Morocco and one of the last disciples of Saadia in Babylon, called
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Th" article is basett on a paper read al the Seventh Scandi¡ravian Congrcss of Jewish Studies,
Järvenpää, Finland, May 14,2000.
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Cf. Khan 1999. According to him, "on the basis of this linguistic evidence it is likely that the
Karaite grammatical lradilion had its root in masoretic circles in thc ninth century" (Khan
1999: 198). "There are important parallels bet\r,een the old grammatical works of the
Karaites and lhat of Saadia, but in general they are more bascd on the masoretic works of the
9lh century than that of Saadia himself " (Khan 1999: 201).
S"" Sienz-Badillos & Targarona 1988: 23ff.
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also to Cordova by F.Iasday, wrote the Tësubot 'al Menaþem, 180 responses
criticizing with hardness different aspects and explanations of his opponent's dictionary. In his opinion, lhis work could represent a serious lhreat for simple
people, since, instead of exposing the meanings of the holy language in an appropriate way, it destroyed its foundations, and al the same time it endangered not a
few basic theological principles of Judaism.
Although these fïrst grammarians from al-Andalus were working directly on
the texts, without paying particular attenlion to the definition of theoretical principles, we can find in their words some hints aboul their view on capital subjects
such as the origin and the nature of language, and in consequence, on the way one
had to chose for approaching the study of the holy tongue.

r. ON THE ORIGIN AND NATURE OF HEBREW LANGUAGE
One of the first questions that a medieval A¡abic or Hebrew linguist asks himself

concerns the origin of language: is language an outcome of human nature, something taught by God himself to the frst man or to the Prophet(s), or is it the resull

of human convention? Such were some of the basic views, already formulated in
late antiquity, which were known and sustained both by Arabs and Jews during
the Midclle Ages.5

For Greek philosophers altemative opinions about the origin of language
were defined by the terms physei ('by nature') /thesei ('by convention'), to which
the old theory of language as a tlivine gift was frequently added.ó Muslim thinkers
discussed this question at length. In principle, the words of the Qur'ãn (II,3l)
complementing the verse of Genesis 2, "He taught to Adam all the names",
encouraged some religious thinkers to adopt the idea that language was revealed.
But of course this was not unanimous opinion.T Summing up in a systematic wayS
the different positions maintained by Muslim thinkers, it is possible to recognize
besides these three fundamental conceptions about the origin of language (the
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read a papcr on this topic at the Comell University in 1994: "Philologians and poets in
of the Hebrew language", see Sáenz-Badillos 1997. In 1997 the interesting dissertation of I. Zwiep (1997) appeared in Amsterdam; il tleals largely with lhe same questions in a
very detailed way. I agree with most of her analysis.
search
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So in Plato's Cratylut; cf. Rijlaarsdam 1978. About lhe problem among the Greeks, cf.
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of perspective intro<luced by the Qur'ân is very significant, since it puts the
initiative in God's hand, and not in man, as it happens in the Bible. On the question of thc
origin of language according to Arab writers, cf. Asfn Palacios 1936-39; Amaldez: 1956:
37ff.; Loucel 1963; 1964. Chrislian interpretation followed, like the Jewish one, a different
way. For inslance, as Zwiep (1997: ll3) has observed, the inpositio nonúntm meant for
Augustine that thc origin of language was the man's first and principal act of rationality.
change
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"naturalist" theory, the "conventionalist" theory and the "revelationist" theory)
several combinations of them.9

In the l0th century fhere existed among the Arab linguists a well-known
confrontation between the conventionalists and the champions of the revelationist
position. But a further group of scholars promulgated a more subtle, diplomatic
view on the earliest sfages of language: they held that God had revealed only as
much of language as \ryas necessary to make interaction possible among men. The
rest of language was the effect of a human convenfion.lo At the beginning of the
I lth century lbn Hazm sustained in Cordova a rather traditionalist position, being, however, open lo compromise: language is the result of divine inspiration but
human convention plays a role in the origin of the multiplicity of languages.l I In
general terms most Mu'tazilites were distinctly conventionalist, while the traditionalist defenders of the "uncreated Qur'an" and the integrity of revelation maintainecl the revelationist position.

12

Medieval Jewish linguistic thought received both the question and its
solutions from its Arab neighbours. The Muslim interest in the subject originated
clifferent responses among Jewish scholars. Although they did not pay the same
attention to ûe question as thei¡ Muslim colleagues, we find in medieval Hebrew

thinkers traces of a certain inlerest in defining their positions in favour of the
conventionalist or the revelationist theories. In the first generations of Hebrew
linguists the question was usually not discussed as a theoretical problem, but the
general consensus saw language as a gift of God to man. In the coming generations, the same as it happened among Muslim thinkers, the most traditionalist and
religious intellectuals adopted the revelationist position while the more liberal
ones were conventionalists. The naturalist view of language, well represented
among early Arabic linguists, \ilas not very common among Jewish writers, at

I

.RUUad ibn Sulayman (d. S64),

language has its

for instance, maintained the first posilion, according to which

origin in a natural affinity between expressions and the things lhey signify.

Abù Hishim (d. 933) defended the conventionalist theory, maintaining that language is
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social convention, the result of an arbitrary choice of names madc by men. Abú'l-Ffasan alAsh.ari (d. 9351936\ represented the revelalionist theory, arguing thal language was oúginally revealed by God who gave names to everything' Other Muslim thinkers sought
compromises merging these theories. See Weiss 1914:.34f '

Zwiep 1997:122f, And she adds: "Below I will contend that ¡n fact
principal Jewish theory on thc origin of language during the Middle Ages"'
See
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became the

is therefore demonstrated that lânguage owes its origin to tlivine teaching and insl¡uction.
But at the same time we do not deny lhal common agrecment of mcn has originated thc
innovalion of many tanguages, after having had only one, lhanks to which they knew the
esscnces of things, thei¡ modalities and definitions." (Kitãb al-ilúanfi u;úl al-ahkãn,l:
291T., Cairo, 1952-55, quoted by Asf¡r Palacios 1936-39:276.)
Ash.aritcs interprered Divine Speech as an abstract quality and declared (al lhe end of lhc
llth century) that both posilions were plausiblc and lhat there was no conclusive solution to
the problem.
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least in ils purest form, even if there can be traces of it in some of the views
sustained by Abraham ibn Ezra in the l2th century, and a combination of this
premise with a more general conventionalism in the work of Abraham Abulafia at
the 13th century.

The fact that during the lOth and lllh cenluries most Hebrew philologisls
thought that language is a divine gift did not mean that they adopted the revelationist position, since it was not specified if the gift consisted in the faculty of the
speech or in the language itself. The former was probably true in most cases. For
most Andalusian Hebrew linguists, God is the "Creator of language"l3, by which
they very likely mean the Creator of the faculty of language.l4 Yonah ibn Janãh
states: "Praise to the eternal God who created man and taught him logic and
speech and instructed him how to exalt His divinity and proclaim His unity with
them."ls And Abraham ibn'Ezra'cteclares in the introductory poem of his Sefer
;aþot:"Heputs language in the mouth and science in the heart ..."16

Yëhudah ha-Levi's Kuzari upholds the typical revelationist attitude in
medieval Judaism.lT In contrast with this attitude, the views of Maimonides and
of some of his disciples represent a clear defense of the conventional character of
the Hebrew language, the tongue of the primaeval humanþ.|8

Nahmanides, the great spiritual leader of the Catalonian communities at the
middle of the l3¡h century and a well-known Kabbalist, opposed the Maimo-
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Maþberer,l*.
The conviclion that Hebrew is a holy language inspired by God could be the basis of his
opposition and lhat oflris disciples to comparative linguistics, as practised in Rabbanite and
Karaite circles.

Seþr ha-riqnnlr. Introd. Ed. Wilensky-Téné. Ierusalem: Academy of the Hebrew Language,
1964, p.8. Yosef Qimþi expresses the same view in üe [ntroduction to his Se/er ha-galuy.
See Sepher ha-galuj von R. Joseph Kinchi. Ed. H. J. Malhews. Berlin, 188?, p. lff.
See Sy'er gafiot de Ahrahan ibn'Ezra. Edición crítica y versión casrellana C. del Valle.
Salamanca: Universidad Pontificia, 1977, I (99). Nevertheless, in the same book he gocs on
to eslablish a parallel belween the basic movemenls of the world and the Hebrew vowels, or
betwecn the plancts and lhe vowels, a vicw that seems close to a "naturalistic conception" of
languagc.

"The language created by Cod, which He taught Adam and placed on his longue and in his
hea¡t, is without any doubt the most perfect and most fitted to express thc things specified, as
it is written: 'And whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was the name lhereof'
(Gen. 2,19). This means that it deserved such name which fitted and characterized il. This
shows the excellence of thc "holy tongue" as well as the reason why the angels employerl it
in preference to any other." (Kazari, p.229 tfv, 251)
The Guide of the Puplexed, III, 50, pp. 613f. Commenting on Gen 2,20 he adds: "Among
the things you oughl to know and have your attention aroused to is lhe dictum: 'And the man
gave names, and so on' (Gen 2,20). It informs us that languages a¡e conventional and not
natural, as has sometimes been thoughl." (The Guide of the Perplexed,Il, 30, pp. 357f.) He
mainttins similar conventionalist theories in several passages of his works, sec Twersky

1980:324ff.
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nidean view. He thought that to consider Hebrew language a convention (like alt
other languages) was fantamount to denying the divine character of the Torah.lg
But even among Kabbalists different opinions were possible: for most of them the
Hebrew language was a divine gift. Others, as in the case of Abraham Abulafia,
maintained that it is a natural language - ¿åe natural language, which was chosen
by God due to its special qualities and chosen by the Prophets for communicating
the divine message.2o Hebrew is the "mother of all languages", from which all the

other languages derive.zl Yosef ibn Gikatilla, Abulafia's disciple, sustained a
more traditional position with respect to the first language, opposing to the conventionalist theory.n

19 h his Essay on the Internal Character

of the Toruh Nabmanides objects those who consider
the holy language a matter of human agfeemcnl:

20

2l

"What makes that there is nothing conventional in thcir languages, as some of the leaders of
the preceding generations said, is that if we were saying that the language of the Torah is
conventional like all the rest of the languagcs, we would be denying the gift of the Torah,
which was given to us tolally by the hand of the Almighty;' (Kitbe R. Moíeh ben Naþnan,
lI, p. 467 . Ed. by C. B. Chavcl. Jerusalem: Mosad Ha-Rav Kook, 1964')

"Know that for any conventional language to have arisen there had to have been an earlier
language in exislence. For if such a language did not precede it there couldn't have been
mutual agreemcnt lo call a given object by a different name from what it was prcviously
called, for how would thc second person understand the second name if he doesn't know lhe
original name, in order to be able to ûgrc€ to the changes?" Seþr'or ha-lekel, according to
Idel 1989: 14.

"Know that rhe molher of all conventional languages is the natural Hebrew language. For it
is only by means of a natural language that all the conventional languages arose. And this
seryed as the elemenlary matler for all of them, Such is also the case regarding natural
writing out of which all other written language arose. This is likened to ùe first created
human form, f¡om whom all other human beings we¡e created ..." (Likkute {ra¿ri¡, ms'
oxford 2239, l25b; according to tdel 1989: 14.) commenling on the words of lhe Book of
Genesis Abulafia writes: "And the entire land was of one language and one speech: lhis
verss instructs us as to the nature of the language, each of which, according lo our tradition,
has ils origin in thc sacred language, which is the Mother of all Languages." (Se/er nnfteah
ha-þoþmot. Ms. Moscri 133, l6b; see ldel 1989: 14.) Regarding the other languages Abulafia
agrees with Maimonides and maintains that lhey were created by human convention. Those
languages imilate Hebrew: "The other languages are likened to llebrew as an ape, who upon

22

obsewing the actions of a human being wants to do likewise, and like a peÍson who visually
appears lo another, through a mirror, and he mimics his actions and does not attemPt to add
or diminish from them - bur [srill] rhey are not human." (seþr 'lmre slreler, quoted by ldel
1989:21).

il is necessary that we believe that lhe language of the Torah is not a result of
convention as some illustrious rabbis of previous generations had thought. For if one were (o
say lhal tbe language thal the Torah employs is a result of convention, as is lhe case with tlre
other languages, we would end up denying the lDivine RcvelationJ of the Torah, which was
in its entirety imparted to us from God ... And if the languagc of the Torah is, originally,
conventional like all other languages ... it lHebrsw] would be like all other languages."
(Ma'ãmar 'al pëniniyyut ha-Torah, published by Gershom Scholem' Kiryat Sefer 6 (1930):
quotetl by fdel 1989: llf.) As Moshe ldcl observes, ûe difference between Abulafia
and lbn Gikatilla is thûl for Abutafia the Hebrew language (in contrast with all other
"And

lllf.,
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But let us return to Mënahem and Dunas in lOth-century Cordova. We have
no complete informalion about the attitude that both of them adopted in respect lo

this problem. It is not known who was the teacher of Mënahem, and although a
certain Karaite influence can be detected in his work, it is difficult to say if he had
read a significant part of the linguistic works of Saadia,23 or was familiar with
Muslim philologists who had dealt with the topic. The case of Duna5 ben Labrat
is clearer in this respect, since he was a student of Saadia, although if the scholars
who sustain that he was the aulhor of the Hasagot 'al Saadia are right, he may
have distanced hirnself from lhe great master.

The Hebrew tradition on the origin of the language can have a specific,
nolable importance as background of Ménahem and Duna5' attitudes. The sages
emphasized the constitutive nature of language, professing thei¡ belief in the preexistence of the Hebrew language as the language of the pre-existent Torah and
its role in the creation of the world, which they saw reflected in the Hebrew
lexicon.24It is worth to pay attention to Mënahem's statements on this topic.
He begins his Dictionary stating that God created "the fruit of the lips", i.e.,
speech, a property common to all of humankind. "Bore' niþíéfatayim" is the first
title that Mënahem gives to God, "Creator of the language" (Maþbere¡ l*). This
is clearly differentiated from other denominations that he specifically confers to
Hebrew language: lëion limmwlim, 'the language of instruclion' or'the tongue fit
to teach', íëfat yeter,'the language of excellence' or 'the most excellent lang\age',2s miþþar kol miþça' wë-roi kol 'imre iefer,'the choicest form of idiom
and the peak of all beautiful expressions'. This language, "refined in the
crucible", is, according to Mënahem, "superior to all the languages inherited by
men upon the surface of earth .since the fime when peoples were dispersed, each
with his own language". Ws should in consequence distinguish the faculty of
speech, given by God to all the men, and Hebrew language, that is in no way
presented as a "revealed language". The first element, the "faculty of speech"
languages) is lhe natural language chosen by God, and not a g¡ft of God. Only the form of
the letters comes directly from the Creâtor: "For whereas all languages exist by convention.
tlre forms of thc letters of the Hebrew language a¡e Divine." (Seþr Gan Na'rrl, ms. Munich
58, fol. 333a.) ldel (1989: 16) points out: "Abulafia, like Maimonides, uscs the tenns Divir¿
and natural inlerchangeably". The problemâtic wâs still full of meaning in lhe l5th century,
as shown by ils echo in the work of hofiat Duran: "l say lhat in our opinion, we. i.e., the
congregation of those who believe in the creation of the world, must necessarily believe that
lhe imposer of the language spoken and agreed upon by man was either God, blcssed be Hc
in that language is part of the lotâlity of things created by Him or the firsl man by
himself." (Efod,29: the text of Duran is presented and discussed byZwiep 199?: l07ff.)

-
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Whose Dictionary is mentioned only once in the Mahbere t,see Tëiuþot, p. 47.

Zwiep1997:l20f.See,forinstance, PirqeRabbiEliezer,3,2:theTorahistbefirstof
lhings created before lhe creation of the world.
RaSi understands tbis biblical expression

in the sense of "lhe proud language" (ad Pr l?,7).

the
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("making light his tongue with the articulation of his lips") was accompanied,
according to his words, by "the required knowledge for speaking with correctness" (la-da'at nëkonah lë-dabber çaþot),that was given also to men by God.

The next coming words of this Introduclion to lhe Mahberel establish a
parallel between the creation of the living beings and the speaking ones, and

If the excellence of
man with the faculty of speech over the rest of living beings is clear, the same
happens with the language of the chosen people when compared to all of the
human languages (1. l0 ff.). Ménahem specifies the finality of ¡he divine gift of
between the peoples of the earth and the chosen people, Israel.

speech for man: "so that he may relate the strength of His works, His great deeds
and His numerous marvels". After praising the functions of language in man, he
states:
But even before Hc implanted reason and word to the dwellers of lhe universe, our
God chose this language, lhe same as He engraved it on the tablets and spoke il the day
He revealed Himself on Mount Horeb. (Mahberet I *, 1.15f.)

Is this divine election of the Hebrew language equivalent to "pre-existence"
and revelation of the "holy language" to men? In the opinion of Irene Zwiep,
"Menaþem ben Saruq also [i.e. similarly as flayyuj and lbn GabiroU26 flirted with
the traditional idea of the pre-existent status of Hebrew." "God's choosing
Hebrew as His vemacular had been an utterly transcendent act that had taken
place during the prehistoric era that preceded the creation of mankind" (p. l5l).
For Zwiep it is significant that Ménahem "made a distinction between a God who
created the universally human faculty of speech and a God who spoke the Hebrew
language and even used it in writing" (p. 152). Mënahem, Hayyuj and Ibn Gabirol
"were confused by two irreconcilable aspects of the holy tongue, notably its
divine and its human nature" (p. 152). They distinguish "God the Creator of
speech from God the Fhst Speaker of the Hebrew language" (p. 152). There is in
the Middle Ages a dichotomy of language: "language as a faculty of speech was
received from God, language as a means of communication was acquired and
subsequently cleveloped by man" (p. 156).27 ln the history of Hebrew grammar,
says Zwiep, there are representatives of the conventional theory and of the
revelationist one, bul also several linguists that see language

as

"a joint adventure

26

$ayyúj and lbn Cabirol appear to Zwiep somewhat ambiguous on lhe origin of language:
"'tley seem lo refer to the faculty of speech in general rather than to the revelation of (thc
Hebrew language) in particutar ... Both authors expressed thcir gratitude for having been
endowed wilh so superb a quality ... They were influenced by certain Muslim philosophers."
(Zwiep 1997: 150.)

2'l

Versleegh 197? has demonstrated in the case of Muslinr philology "lhat the samc Stoic
compromise between the natural and the conventional character of language lay 8l lhe root
of this pû¡ticular theory" (Zw'rcp 1991: 157).

Seæ

also Versle€gh 1980; 1990; 1993.
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between God and man. Whereas it was God who, by creating the faculty of
speech, equipped man with the basic linguistic tools, it was man who developed
the actual language by aficulating sounds and imposing names" (p. 160).
Even if I agree with many of her estimations on Mënaþem's opinion, I would
not subscribe the "flirting" of Mënahem with the pre-existence of the language as
a charasteristic of his view. I do not find in Mðnaþem's work the statement ¡hat

God was actually "the First Speaker of the Hebrew language", and even not the
topic that He created the world "in Hebrew", that was present in some rabbinical
writings.2S According to Mënaþem, God "speaks" and "writes" Hebrew just in
the revelation on the Mount Horeb.

From anolher point of view, it is impofant to notice the peculiar characler of
"holiness" that Ménahem attributes to Heb,rew in his dictionary, a concept that is
also to be found in his disciples. For them, due to this "holy" character, Hebrew is
absolutely exclusive and different from all the rest of created languages. Their
opposition to linguistic comparatism is well-known:
What do Hebrew and Ararnaic have in common? If in the case of every word that has
no similar forms we say that there are parallels in Aramaic or A¡abic, these languagcs
would bc identical, without differences ... (Tës.Tal. Mën.FÀ, S. Benavenle, 54r).

In his excellent analysis of the lexicographic theory of the Maþberet,L
Elwolde2g explains this in reference to Mënahem's general theory of language:
"that a language should be explicable from within itself, and does not need to be
mapped onto a second-target-language. Or, put another way, a language can
provide its own metalanguage" (Elwolde 1995:463f.\.
Duna$ in his introduction to the Tëíuþot calls also Hebrew 'imre íeþr, 'the
most beautiful of the tongues' (Tëiuþot 21,16*), taking an expression used by his
opponent; but he is a pragmatic scholar and does not usually deal with this kind of
global questions. There is a single statement inthe Hasagot 'al Saadia where the

Duna5 or another philologist) says, "in this language (the holy
language) the angels in heavens and Israel on earth sing to our God" (ed.

author (be

it

Schrötter, p, 2, no. 4),
Since we have no explicit asserts on this topic, we can imagine that he was
not far away from the views of his master, Saadia, who in the Hebrew introduc-

tion to the first edition of the Egron says:

See, for instance, Targ, Neof. to Gen. I I , I . Or, according to Yëhudah ha-Lcvi, God spoke in
Hebrsw to Adam and Eva (Kuzari ll,p.67).
29

Elwolde underlines the fact that Mënahem decided to write in Hebrew since "a language
should be explicable from within itself' (Elwolde 1995: 463) and qualifies Ménallen's
melhod as a "distributional/taxonomic/inductive

approach lo semantic description" (p. 464).
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holy language ninni'ø¿l, "from old."30

lhe angels and all hcavenly creâlures sing and venerûte God (åo yèzanunëruhu ...
u-bo ya'ãri;uhu) in this language (ll. 2f.)
there was a singlc language in lhe whole world from the moment of the creation

until the separalion of the peoples (tower of Babel). This language was, of
course, Hebrew (ll. 3ff.).31

What is the meaning of these statements tbr the problem we are dealing
with? In words of Irene Zwiep, "God had chosen - the apparently pre-existent Hebrew idiom, a language that was sung in heaven, to be revealed to humanity,
and to serye as a medium of communicalion in a world that was originally intended to be the equivalent of heavenly paradise" (Zwiep 150f.).
Saadia's words are in my opinion not clear enough: Did God in Saadia's
opinion "create" the holy tongue (and in consequence did he reveal it to men), or
did He simply chose from the very beginning, as "holy language", the language

spoken by men (and angels) from the very moment of the creation? Strictly
speaking, even if there are some hints of "pre-existence" of the Hebrew language,
it is not the only possible interprelation of Saadia's words. I do not see in his
words any direct influence of Arabic "revelationist" lheories on the origin of the
language, but rather a continuation of the rabbinic ideas about the creation of the
angels and the Torah before the creation of the world and the man. And we may
assume that DunaS, his disciple, had a similar opinion on the topic.

2. THE ¡'\ryORK ON THE

HOLY LANGUAGE''

As a way to encourage the formation of an auto-sufficient model of Jewish
culture, flasday ben Sapruf suggested to his secretary Mðnaþem to prepare "a
work on the sacred language", and this one accepted the idea with enthusiasm. He
proposed himself to achieve the description and explanation of the whole of the
language of the Bible, and fcrr that he had to organize the complete biblical
corpus, reducing the biblical language to its foundations. He says in the
introduction to the M a l.r be r e t :
have invesligated, according to thc small capacity of my intelligence, in order to
clarify the language of thc Jews in agreement with the essential content of its
foundations and lhe essence of its roots. I will apply the plumb line of the reason and

I

30
3l

Egron p. 156, line lf.
placed on the eafllr".

It is

a reference to Job 20,4:

"fmm time immemorial. since man was

This is rhe rranslation of the passage: "This is the book Egrorr, written for the holy tonguc,
which God has choscn from okJ, in which His holy angels sing His praises, and in which the
dwellers of heaven yenerate Him. 'One language and the same words' (Gen. I I,l) prevailed
upon the earth from the day God created ¡nan upon the face of lhe earth and endowed him
with His wisdom." (Egron, p. 156.)
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the linc of mcasuring of the languagc of ¡nslruction to explain lhe senses of their
species according to regular laws, to expose lhe classes of meanings in thcir divisions.
I will show lhe sense of the word according to its differenl forms, presenting the letters
lhat are part of the root and those thal have function of servants in thc middle of the
word and in its two ends, until wc fully cmbracc thc languagc of lhe Jews and its many
characteristics. (l*)

It is a concrete and defined program of the philological activity that
Ménabem $,ill carry out, that has been defined by Elwolde (1995: 464) as "a pure
structuralist semantics, in which meanings are conveyed merely through the
contrastive distribution of texts". He employs in this paragraph some images
taken from the world of the construction of a building: in reference to 2 Reg.
2l ,13, il is necessary to apply to the Hebrew language the miiqolet (i.e. the plumb
line, or in words of Rasi, "the line upon which the builders of a wall tie a lead to
make the wall exact"), and the qaw or "measuring line" of the reason. Here the
language is seen as an edifice, a coherent and consistent structure that has to be
examined in a technical way, as an architect would do. The search of the
"foundations," yësodato. of the language is another image taken fro¡n the same
semantic field, that contributes to underline the slructural aspect of the language,
while the second term, its "roots", ioraiaw, is obviously taken from another
semantic context, close to agriculture. Both terms had been previously used by
Hebrew linguists and did not represent â true imovation, even if they were
employed by Ménaþem in a very specific way that we shall analyse soon. The
central interest in the question of "the letters that are part of the root and those
that have function of servants" deserves also particular attention from our side, as
one of the main principles of Mënaþcm's dictionary: lë-hitbonen mah me-hent layësod u-mah me-hem la-mëlaþah.

The idea of "regularity" is an important one too. Mënaþem, the same as
numerous Muslim philologists, uses many new technical words taken from the
area of the Law for describing the function of a grammarian in respect to the
language. According to his view, the forms and meanings of the words that he
tries to define and lo distinguish in his Dictionary are not arbitrary, but f'ollow a
regular pattern: kë-þuqqot milpa¡, and to reveal these laws i.s the function of the
linguist. A few pages later, in the same Introduction, Mðnaþem speaks of his
quest of the "secret of the letters and reason of the words" (sod ha: otiyyot wë-

íeþel ha-millim, 6*), in order "to rise every letter upon its true law (l¡uqqat
'ãmittah) and its right structure (;edeq matkunto)". The language has a regular,
rational structure with some secret or mysterious aspects, and the grammarian has
to discover them. In modem terms, he is defending a "nonllalive" grammar.32

32

The passage inclutles olher inleresting technical tenns that wc cannot discuss in this contexl.
See my study of Ménallem's terminology in Sáenz-Badillos 1976.
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He tried to be consequent in the development of his plan, grouping most of
the biblical forms according to their "foundalions" and different meanings.
In the inrroduction to theTëlubot 'al Mënalpm33 Duna5 explains the reasons
lhat have moved him to refute the book of Mënaþem, and at the same time
exposes some cenlral principles of his vision of the language. The long enumer-

ation of features of fundamental expertise which are required, according to
Dunað, for writing a book on Hebrew grantmar, is preceded by following worcls:
It is nol possible to wrile a book on the interpretation of lhe language and its laws'
rules and precepts unless you ars able to st¡ck together following foundations and
fields... (13*)
The normative vision of the language is still clearer in Dunað' words: åaþuqqim wë-ha-miípalim wë-ha-torot,the "laws, rules and precepls" of the language. In another passage, Dunað alludes to the "law of wisdom and norm of the
instruction" (min miipa¡ ha-þokmah u-mi-din ha-musar, l5*). We find also a
significant coincidence in the concept ofthe "correctness ofthe language" (;ahut

ha-laÍon), mentionect by both grammarians,y that represents in its last consequences a new aspect of the normative vision of the language.

Another coincidence is lhe use of images taken from the area of the building;
Duna5 uses several times the image of the walls which in his opinion can be
destroyed or broken due to the mistakes of his opponent (17*, 49*, etc.). But this
is only one of the numerous motives and images employed by Dunað, particularly
at the end of his answers.
From another point of view, the mention of "the Aramaic and the Arabic"
among the requhed knowledge for the linguist, and the constant use of both
languages in order to explain difficult Hebrew words, is a proof of the different
view of Dunað and Mënahem on the nature of the language. In difference to
Mënahem, for Duna$ the "holiness" of Hebrew does not suffer when we compafe

this tongue with other close languages.
Another notable coincidence with Mënahem, included among the first and
most important knowledge, is the distinction bet\ryeen lhe mëlarëtin, "servile
consonants", and mëlakim, "kings" (13*). Both temrs afe understood in a similar
way by Mënahem and Duna$, even if the confusion between these two categories
is one of the alleged mistakes that Duna3 reproaches many times to his opponenl:
"you have made servants from the kings" (u-min ha-mëlaþim mëiarëtim'aíitah,

33
34

Well studied by Allony 1962.

As we have already commented, Mënabem mentions it (t¿-dabber,rafot) from tlrc very
beginning of his Dictionary (l*), while the expression is used also by Dunaí in passages
like: ha-laíon ha-sahah 'al ha-niiqal ha-zeh,'the correct language is built according to lhis
pûttern' (84*).
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l7*). What is the exact meaning of these terms for both of them? The two
concepts are related to one of the main tasks that the l0th-century linguists take
on themselves: the search of the yësod, the "base" of the Hebrew language.
For Ménaþem the base of the language35 is constituted by a certain number
of firm consonants (mëlakim) that subsist by themselves or, when they are less
than three, with the help of other auxiliary consonants, the "servants"
(mëiarëtim\.36 Accepting the existence in Hebrew of basic units, i.e. from one to
five consonants (like other philologists of the time, such as the Karaite al-Fäsi),

he has serious problems in explaining the so-called "weak" verbs, grouping
together (with a synchronic criterion) forms that have completely different
morphological and lexical origins.3T However, ttrc Mahberer has an intemal logic.
Mënahem did not seek with a diachronic perspective what we call today the

"verbal root", i.e. the form that historically underlies all possible variations that
result from the inflection. He wrote a dictionary of "bases", not of "roots", a
substantial difference in relation to other medieval lexica, like those of Ibn Janãh
or David Qimh| that are dictionaries of "roots".
As a lexicographer, Ménahem was concerned to group together all the
biblical forms sharing common fi¡m consonants (mëlaþirr), classifying them
according to the difference of meaning. An important statement of Mënaþem on
the basic structure of the word in Hebrew can have been misinterpreted or even
overseen:
You have to know that every word with lhrce consonants in its root stands by its own

might and do€s not need the service of any other consonant, since it lras enough
strength and fullness. But words with two consonants or wilh only one, need assistance
due to the shortness of lheir sructure, since a short word can only stand up with the
help of the servants added at the beginning or the end of the word. (2*)

That means that Mënahem, although still far away from the "triliterism"
sustained by flayyùj, shares with him the view that the standard pattern of
Hebrew word.s includes at least three consonants which may be all of them
"kings" (mëlakim) or "kings" completed with "servants" (më2arëtim).
No substantial change in the concept of "base" was introduced by Duna5 ben
Labral in his Täíaþot'al Mënaltem wherc he discusses his opponent's applications of the principles more than the principles themselves. In spite of his
criticism, Duna5 did not overcome Mënahem's positions in a clear way. Only the
Tëíuþot 'al Së'adyah marked a notable progress in the recognition of the triliteral

35
36
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He gives lo lhis structural kemel the name
or' iqar,'essence'. See, for example, Maþbe

of
re

yèsoc!,

t, 73*,

'base', or synonyms like sor¿s, 'root',

ll.

201f.

Maþberet,2*. SeeGoldenberg 1979-80.
In doing so, Mënaþem is far apart from the philologists of Bosra, and also from Saadia. See
Khan 1999: l86ff.; Eldar 1989: 30.
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root, but the problems concerning the authorship of this work and the difficulty in
dating it before or afler $ayyüj's work should make us very cautious.

Ménahem had made a notable effort to apply a rational scheme to the
language, recognizing some particularly complex forms of the biblical text and
explaining concrete aspeots of the syntax of the Scripture, The precisions that
Duna5 felt obliged to formulate were not always justified, but occasionally
contributed with new light to a better understanding of the texts, especially when
he sought for cleamess in the comparison with Arabic or Aramaic, or in the
rabbinical writings. The linguistic debate that take place in Cordova in the second
half of the lOth century \,vas not friendly, and the tone was not always a pleasant
one, buf it is necessary to recognize that it contributed to the development of the
knowledge of Hebrew, to tinge questions that were nol clearly defined or that
were doubtful. Surprisingly, in some obscure biblical passages that are object of
debate among the exegetes of our days, we still hear opposing interpretations in
coincidence with those that Mënahem and Dunai defended ten centuries ago.
The opinion that laler grammarians formulated about these first steps of
linguistics in al-Andalus was nol very positive. It is true, lhe concept of "base"
Stësofi on which Mënahem founded his analysis of Hebrew lexicon, âs something immobile and permanent, would be replaced soon by the most dynarnic of
"root", introduced by Flayyúj, an expert in the Afabic grammar of Bosra, and
thanks to it he could attain a qualitative jump forward. But it should not fade the
merits of these true pioneers of Hebrew linguistics in al-Andalus.
As we have seen, in spite of the bitter debate that took place at the l0th
century in Cordova, both grammarians shared many of the basic principles of the
linguistic science of the epoch. Their differences were serious in some aspects,
but in most cases the distance was found specifically in the application of the
principles and in the praxis of the linguistic analysis, while they were marching
together trying to establish the foundations of the biblical language.3s
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